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ABSTRACT  38 

Large deformation finite element analysis has been used to model the undrained 39 

response of skirted shallow foundations in uplift and compression. Large deformation 40 

effects involve changes in embedment ratio and operative local soil shear strength 41 

with increasing foundation displacement – either in tension or compression. 42 

Centrifuge model testing has shown that these changes in geometry affect the 43 

mobilized bearing capacity and the kinematic mechanisms governing failure in 44 

undrained uplift and compression. Small strain finite element analysis cannot by 45 

definition capture the effects of changing foundation embedment ratio and variation in 46 

local soil strength with foundation displacement. In this paper, load-displacement 47 

relationships, ultimate capacities and kinematic mechanisms governing failure from 48 

large deformation finite element analyses are compared with centrifuge model test 49 

results for circular skirted foundations with a range of embedment between 10 % and 50 

50 % of the foundation diameter.  51 

The results show that the large deformation finite element method can replicate the 52 

load-displacement response of the foundations over large displacements, pre- and 53 

post-yield, and also capture differences in the soil deformation patterns in uplift and 54 

compression. The findings from this study increase confidence in using advanced 55 

numerical methods for determining shallow skirted foundation behavior, particularly 56 

for load paths involving uplift.  57 

 58 

INTRODUCTION 59 

Shallow skirted foundations comprise a foundation plate that rests on the seabed with 60 

a peripheral skirt and sometimes internal skirts that penetrate into the seabed, 61 
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confining a soil plug. Shallow skirted foundations are an attractive solution for many 62 

offshore applications, including fixed bottom or buoyant platforms, subsea 63 

infrastructure for wells and pipelines, and increasingly for renewable energy 64 

applications (e.g. Bye et al., 1995; Watson & Humpheson, 2007;  Christophersen et 65 

al., 1992; Miller et al., 1996; Dendani & Colliat, 2002; Gaudin et al., 2011). A key 66 

advantage of skirted foundations is their ability to resist short-term tensile loads due 67 

to generation of negative excess pore pressure, also referred to as suction (relative to 68 

ambient water pressure), inside the skirt compartment during undrained pullout. 69 

Suction enables mobilization of reverse end bearing capacity i.e. a general shear 70 

failure mode as observed under compression, but in reverse. When reverse end 71 

bearing is mobilized, uplift capacity equivalent to the compression capacity is 72 

expected (Watson et al. 2000; Mana et al. 2013). In the absence of suction, uplift 73 

resistance is derived only from the frictional resistance mobilized along the skirt-soil 74 

interface, which may be up to an order of magnitude less than reverse end bearing 75 

capacity.  76 

Several experimental studies have reported reverse end bearing of skirted foundations 77 

(Puech et al., 1993; Watson et al., 2000; Gourvenec et al., 2009, Mana et al., 2011, 78 

2012, 2013). Experimental studies must achieve stress similitude between model and 79 

prototype conditions in order for reverse end bearing to be realized (Puech et al., 80 

1993). As a result, model tests must be carried out in a geotechnical centrifuge which 81 

imposes constraints over the number of tests, the applied loading paths and loading 82 

sequences owing to space restrictions and hardware capability.  83 

Numerical analysis is an attractive method of augmenting physical model 84 

programmes to consider load paths or other conditions that would be impossible or 85 
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impractical to model in the centrifuge. In Total Lagrangian, i.e. small strain finite 86 

element (SSFE) analysis the nodes of the mesh move with the associated material 87 

point and all the variables are referred to the undeformed geometry. Hence SSFE 88 

analysis cannot for example, capture higher strength of deeper soil or lower strength 89 

of the shallower soil as a foundation is penetrated downwards or pulled out. In other 90 

words, SSFE analysis cannot by definition capture effects associated with changing 91 

geometry and therefore cannot distinguish between a skirted foundation in undrained 92 

compression and uplift when reverse end bearing is mobilized. Total Lagrangian 93 

analyses are also limited by gross mesh distortion or entanglement due to large 94 

movements, particularly in the finely meshed region around the skirt tip. 95 

Shortcomings of SSFE analysis to capture the kinematic failure mechanisms of 96 

shallow skirted foundations in undrained uplift and compression were explicitly 97 

illustrated by Mana et al. (2012) through comparison with centrifuge test data. The 98 

SSFE analyses were shown to represent the failure mechanisms in undrained 99 

compression reasonably but since, by definition of small strain analyses, the response 100 

in fully-bonded undrained uplift was identical but reversed in sense to that in 101 

compression, the uplift mechanisms observed in the centrifuge model tests were 102 

poorly represented.    103 

In order to explore the full load-displacement response and any differences in failure 104 

mechanisms between undrained uplift and compression, it is important to capture the 105 

geometric and material non-linearity associated with large deformations. Numerical 106 

modeling of large deformation problems can be achieved using a finite element 107 

methodology based on the “remeshing and interpolation technique with small strain” 108 

(RITSS) approach developed by Hu & Randolph (1998a, b). This analysis technique 109 

has previously been adopted successfully to study the large displacement behavior of 110 
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offshore foundations, penetrometers and pipelines (Hu et al., 1999; Zhou & Randolph, 111 

2006, 2007; Hossain & Randolph, 2010; Wang et al., 2010a, 2010b; Chatterjee et al., 112 

2012). To the authors’ knowledge, the undrained compression and uplift responses of 113 

skirted foundations have not previously been considered by large deformation finite 114 

element (LDFE) analysis.   115 

LDFE analysis offers the potential to augment physical modeling programmes if it 116 

can be shown that the numerical method can adequately predict the observed 117 

responses. The study presented in this paper uses LDFE analysis to back analyze 118 

centrifuge test results for circular shallow skirted foundations with a range of 119 

foundation embedment between 10 % and 50 % of the foundation diameter. The 120 

results of the LDFE analysis are compared with data from two programmes of 121 

centrifuge tests. One programme of centrifuge tests modeled a complete circular 122 

skirted foundation under undrained compression and uplift, which yielded the 123 

complete load-displacement response over large displacements (Mana et al. 2013). A 124 

second programme of centrifuge tests modeled a ‘half’ circular foundation that was 125 

tested against a Perspex window (Mana et al. 2012). Digital imaging and particle 126 

image velocimetry (PIV, White et al. 2003) was used to define the soil flow vectors 127 

during undrained compression and uplift enabling the kinematic mechanisms 128 

associated with failure to be identified. 129 

LARGE DEFORMATION FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 130 

Methodology 131 

Remeshing and interpolation technique with small strain (RITSS, Hu & Randolph, 132 

1998a, 1998b) falls under the category of Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formulation 133 

(ALE, Ghosh & Kikuchi, 1991), in which mesh and material displacements are 134 
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uncoupled to avoid severe mesh distortion in large deformation problems. In this 135 

methodology, a series of small strain Lagrangian analyses are conducted with the soil 136 

being remeshed and the stresses and material properties mapped after each small 137 

strain analysis. Recently, Wang et al. (2010a, 2010b) implemented RITSS in the 138 

commercial software Abaqus (Dassault Systèmes, 2010) due to its powerful mesh 139 

generation tools and computational efficiency. The same numerical methodology is 140 

adopted for the present study, but with some problem specific developments and 141 

modifications. The analysis procedure is carried out using a master Fortran program. 142 

Python scripts, the in-built scripting language of Abaqus, are used for pre-processing 143 

and post-processing different analyses. The master program calls various subroutines 144 

and Python scripts repeatedly, displacing the foundation incrementally, remeshing and 145 

mapping field variables between increments, until the required large displacement is 146 

achieved. 147 

Finite element model 148 

Fig. 1 shows a typical axisymmetric finite element model created for the LDFE 149 

analyses for a skirted foundation of diameter, D, skirt embedment depth, d, and skirt 150 

thickness, t. The foundations were modeled with prototype dimensions D = 12 m, d/D 151 

= 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5, t/D = 0.008, replicating the foundations that were tested in the 152 

centrifuge (Mana et al. 2013). The radial extent and depth of the soil domain was 153 

defined at a distance of eight times the radius of the foundation from the center of the 154 

underside of the foundation top plate. The vertical soil boundary was restrained 155 

against radial movement and the bottom boundary was restrained against movement 156 

in radial and vertical directions. 6-node quadratic triangular axisymmetric elements 157 

from the Abaqus standard library (CAX6) were chosen for discretization of the soil. 158 

The foundation was defined as a rigid body.  159 
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The skirt-soil interface was assumed to have fully rough contact with no separation 160 

allowed in the normal direction. In practice, some reduction in shear strength may 161 

exist at the skirt-soil interface, particularly for a metallic skirt as modeled in the 162 

centrifuge tests. However, representation of partial interface roughness is impractical 163 

in the LDFE analyses. Interface elements in Abaqus cannot be prescribed constant 164 

αsu-type strength reduction (with 0 < α < 1), so a thin layer of elements must be 165 

incorporated along the foundation-soil interface and explicitly prescribed a reduced 166 

shear strength. This method has been adopted successfully in small strain finite 167 

element analyses (e.g. Supachawarote et al., 2004; Gourvenec & Barnett, 2011; 168 

Gourvenec & Mana, 2011), but a very thin layer of a material with different properties 169 

to the rest of the continuum is impractical for large deformation analysis.  170 

An unlimited tension interface along the underside of the foundation base plate was 171 

selected to represent the suction capacity available when a skirted foundation is fully 172 

sealed. An unlimited tension interface was also prescribed along the internal and 173 

external vertical skirt-soil interface, since, as only vertical loading was considered, 174 

tensile forces would not be transmitted to the vertical sides of the skirts and the 175 

prescribed tensile interface would not be activated. The modeled foundation 176 

parameters are summarized in Table 1. 177 

Soil parameters 178 

The LDFE analyses are based on a basic linear elastic perfectly plastic Tresca 179 

constitutive model with inclusion of strain rate and strain softening effects by 180 

modifying the value of undrained shear strength after each small strain step.  181 

Einav & Randolph (2005) proposed an expression for the modified shear strength (su) 182 

of soil incorporating the combined effects of strain rate and strain softening given by 183 
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where sui is the original intact shear strength at and below the reference strain rate 185 

refγ . The first part of the equation takes account of the effect of strain rate and the 186 

second part takes account of strain softening of the soil. In Eq. (1), µ is the rate 187 

parameter or the rate of increase in strength per decade, typically taken as a value 188 

between 0.05 and 0.2 (Biscontin & Pestana, 2001; Lunne & Andersen, 2007).  The 189 

maximum shear strain rate is defined as  190 

( )
D
v

D/
f31

max δ
ε∆−ε∆

=γ          (2) 191 

where δ is the incremental displacement of the foundation, Δε1 and Δε3 are 192 

respectively the resulting major and minor principal strains and vf is the foundation 193 

displacement rate. The value of reference shear strain rate may be related to 194 

laboratory values, typically from 1 % to 4 % per hour for triaxial tests and 5 to 20 % 195 

per hour for simple shear tests (Erbrich, 2005; Lunne et al., 2006; Lunne & Andersen, 196 

2007). Here the minimum value of reference strain, refγ = 1 % per hour, was chosen, 197 

as has been adopted in previous numerical and analytical studies (Einav & Randolph, 198 

2005; Zhou & Randolph, 2007; Wang et al., 2010a; Chatterjee et al., 2012). For 199 

calculation of the maximum shear strain rate, the foundation diameter D and 200 

foundation velocity vf, were taken from the centrifuge model test conditions, a very 201 

small value of incremental foundation displacement δ = 0.0008D was selected, and 202 

Δε1 and Δε3 were extracted from the output file after each step of the analysis.  203 

The second part of Eq. (1) accounts for the effect of softening of the soil. δrem is the 204 

reciprocal of sensitivity (St) of soil, i.e., the ratio of fully remolded to intact shear 205 
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strength of soil. In this study, δrem was calculated from cyclic T-bar tests carried out in 206 

the centrifuge soil sample (as described in Andersen et al., 2005). ξ is the accumulated 207 

absolute plastic strain at the integration points, while ξ95 is the cumulative shear strain 208 

for 95 % shear strength degradation, with typical values ranging from 10 to 50 209 

(Randolph, 2004).  210 

Rate parameter µ and remolding parameter ξ95 were not ascertained for the centrifuge 211 

tests with which the LDFE analysis results are compared. These values were selected 212 

through a parametric study (described in the following section) to give good 213 

agreement with a selected centrifuge test result. The same soil parameters were 214 

applied in all the back analyses, i.e. the values of the parameters were not individually 215 

fitted for each foundation embedment ratio and load path. The selected values fall 216 

within the ranges identified in previous published studies (Biscontin & Pestana, 2001; 217 

Randolph, 2004; Einav & Randolph, 2005; Lunne & Andersen, 2007). 218 

The best-fit linear shear strength profile measured in the centrifuge tests with the 219 

miniature T-bar penetrometer (Mana et al., 2013) was used as the base-line strength in 220 

the LDFE analyses, as defined in Table 1. Equation 1 was used to define the modified 221 

shear strength of soil after each small strain analysis step.  222 

A value close to the undrained Poisson’s ratio, νu = 0.49, rather than 0.5, was adopted 223 

to avoid numerical problems associated with modeling incompressible materials. The 224 

foundation and soil parameters used in the LDFE analyses are summarized in Table 1. 225 

RESULTS 226 

The results of the parametric LDFE analyses used to identify the input parameters 227 

used in the main programme of LDFE analyses are presented first followed by a 228 

comparison of LDFE results with centrifuge model test results defining the load-229 
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displacement response, ultimate (reverse) bearing capacity and kinematic failure 230 

mechanisms.  231 

Parametric LDFE analyses 232 

Parametric analyses were carried out to assess the effect of stiffness ratio, Eu/su, rate 233 

parameter, µ, and remolding parameter, ξ95, on the load-displacement response of the 234 

foundations to identify the best-fit values to represent the centrifuge test results. A 235 

single set of parameters for the LDFE analyses was selected based on best-fit with the 236 

observed load-displacement response and ultimate bearing capacity for a selected case 237 

of the foundation with embedment ratio d/D = 0.1 in undrained compression. The 238 

same parameters were used to back-analyze the response of foundations with a range 239 

of embedment ratios in both compression and uplift.  240 

Fig. 2 a-c shows the effect of the value of Eu/su, μ and ξ95 respectively on the 241 

calculated load-displacement response and ultimate bearing capacity for the selected 242 

case of the skirted foundation with embedment ratio d/D = 0.1, with all other 243 

parameters as given in Table 1. The vertical co-ordinate is the displacement (w) of the 244 

foundation from the installation position, normalized by the foundation diameter (D). 245 

The horizontal co-ordinate defines the normalized bearing response, qnet/su0, with qnet 246 

calculated as 247 

( )
A

W
wd

A
Fq soilplug

net ++γ′−=        (3) 248 

Here, F is the reaction force measured at the reference point of the foundation during 249 

compression or uplift, A is the outer cross sectional area of the skirt, γ' is the effective 250 

unit weight of soil and Wsoilplug is the weight of the soil plug inside the skirt 251 

compartment (Wsoilplug/A = γ'd). The capacity of the foundation in uplift or 252 

compression is defined in terms of a bearing capacity factor, Nc0, as 253 
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tip,0u

net
0c s

qN =           (4) 254 

where su0,tip is the initial shear strength at the skirt tip level. 255 

A clear dependence of foundation response on all the parameters can be observed 256 

from Fig. 2. The bearing capacity response at low displacements is mostly affected by 257 

soil stiffness both in compression and uplift and at larger displacements by strain rate 258 

and strain softening. Increased strain rate leads to increased bearing capacity and 259 

increased remolding parameter leads to more rapid softening or hardening. Stiffness 260 

ratio Eu/su = 400, rate of shear strength increase per decade μ = 0.1 and cumulative 261 

shear strain for 95 % shear strength degradation ξ95 = 10 were selected for the full 262 

suite of LDFE analyses (see Table 1) based on good agreement with the load-263 

displacement response in compression observed in the centrifuge for the foundation 264 

with d/D = 0.1, also included in Fig. 2. 265 

It should be noted that, since the exact values of parameters µ and ξ95 were not 266 

measured for the experimental study, the values obtained through parametric study 267 

may not be a unique set. For example, the parameters will vary with the value of the 268 

foundation-soil interface roughness in order to match the observed resistance. 269 

Nonetheless, the selected values fall within expected ranges (Biscontin & Pestana, 270 

2001; Randolph, 2004; Einav & Randolph, 2005; Lunne & Andersen, 2007) and the 271 

same set of parameters was used in all the back analyses.   272 

Bearing response 273 

Fig. 3 a-d compares the normalized bearing response predicted from the LDFE 274 

analyses (calculated with the input parameters given in Table 1) with observations 275 

from centrifuge tests, reported by Mana et al. (2013). Lower and upper bound 276 
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solutions for rough-sided, rough-based circular foundations and kD/sum = 2 (similar to 277 

the degree of soil heterogeneity in this study) are also shown (Martin, 2001).  278 

Fig. 3 indicates a similar load-displacement response in compression for all the 279 

foundation embedment ratios observed in the centrifuge tests and predicted by the 280 

LDFE analyses. Resistance gradually develops until the bearing capacity is mobilized 281 

after which resistance continues to increase only in line with the increase in shear 282 

strength with further penetration. The strain rate effect dominates initially, increasing 283 

the soil bearing capacity. At larger displacements, the strain rate effect is balanced, 284 

and eventually overpowered, by the effect of soil softening due to accumulation of 285 

plastic strain. The predicted initial bearing capacities fall within the bounds of the 286 

theoretical predictions. The theoretical predictions are based on assumptions of small 287 

strain and are therefore independent of foundation displacement. In other words, only 288 

a single value of bearing capacity is predicted, corresponding to the initial embedment 289 

ratio and corresponding tip level shear strength.   290 

The response in compression from the LDFE analyses for d/D = 0.1 coincides with 291 

the centrifuge test data as would be expected since this test was chosen as the 292 

selection criterion for the stiffness, rate and ductility parameters. Good agreement 293 

with the centrifuge test data is observed in the initial stiffness response in 294 

compression in the LDFE analyses with other embedment ratios. The load-295 

displacement response is under-predicted by the LDFE analysis with increasing 296 

foundation displacement. The higher bearing resistance observed in the centrifuge 297 

tests in compression compared to that predicted by the LDFE analyses may have 298 

resulted from an increase in the operative shear strength of the soil arising from 299 

consolidation during the waiting period following installation in the centrifuge tests 300 

that was not represented in the LDFE analyses.  301 
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In uplift, resistance is gradually mobilized with increasing displacement until a peak, 302 

which is followed by (a generally) stable, but diminishing capacity as (i) embedment 303 

is lost and (ii) the foundation moves into the softer shallower soil. Beyond some 304 

critical displacement suction beneath the top plate is spontaneously lost, which 305 

corresponds to rapid loss of uplift resistance. The LDFE results over-predict the peak 306 

bearing capacity at low embedment ratio and under predict at the higher embedment 307 

ratio, d/D = 0.5 with a consistent trend of reducing over-prediction and then 308 

increasing under-prediction with increasing embedment ratio.  309 

The LDFE analyses under-predict the rate of decrease in bearing capacity with 310 

foundation displacement following peak capacity. This is likely to be due to the fully 311 

bonded interface condition between the external skirt and soil. In reality the soil 312 

adjacent to the foundation will be pulled down as the foundation displaces upwards 313 

(by virtue of the constant volume condition) such that the loss of embedment is more 314 

severe than that due only to foundation displacement. The effect is more significant at 315 

lower embedment ratios. The proportional reduction in embedment due to downward 316 

movement is less severe with increasing initial embedment ratio.  317 

The LDFE analyses were not able to replicate the loss of suction at the foundation-soil 318 

interface, resulting in the sudden loss of uplift resistance seen in Fig. 3a and b. The 319 

fully bonded interface between top plate and soil prescribed in the LDFE analyses 320 

ensured that unlimited suction could be maintained at any displacement.  321 

Loss of suction was observed particularly early in the centrifuge test of the foundation 322 

with the lowest embedment ratio, d/D = 0.1. It is considered that this was due to loss 323 

of sealing in the experiment and so is not expected to be captured by the LDFE 324 

analysis. 325 
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Fig. 4 demonstrates the effect of varying stiffness, ductility and rate parameters (all 326 

other parameters being kept constant) for the foundation with embedment ratio d/D = 327 

0.5.  It is clear that a better fit can be achieved by adjusting the soil parameters. This 328 

is not necessarily unexpected since slight variations in shear strength at the different 329 

locations or time of each centrifuge test may have influenced the load-displacement 330 

response.   331 

Bearing capacity factors 332 
Bearing capacity factors (adopting the same terminology for uplift) predicted by the 333 

LDFE analyses and observed in the centrifuge tests are summarized in Table 2, 334 

together with the measured normalized displacements, w/D, at which the peak 335 

resistance was mobilized. In uplift, the point of failure is unambiguous. However, 336 

there is some ambiguity as to the value selected to represent compression capacity; if 337 

it is (i) the steady state value (where increase in resistance is due only to the increase 338 

in shear strength), (ii) the value at a specified foundation displacement (e.g. 5 or 10 % 339 

of the foundation diameter), or (iii) the value at the equivalent magnitude of 340 

displacement that the peak uplift resistance was mobilized. In Table 2, the bearing 341 

capacity factor in compression is taken at a fixed displacement of w/D = 0.05, by 342 

which stage the resistance has either reached a plateau or a steady increase according 343 

to the increasing shear strength with depth. Lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) 344 

solutions for rough-sided, rough-based circular foundations for kD/sum = 2 (Martin, 345 

2001) are also stated in Table 2. Similar magnitudes of bearing capacity factors were 346 

predicted by the LDFE analyses compared with the centrifuge results in both 347 

compression and uplift, with an absolute average difference of 5 %.  348 

Bearing capacity factors predicted from SSFE analyses are also shown in Table 2. The 349 

values are identical in compression and uplift due to the small strain conditions and 350 
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fully bonded foundation-soil interface. The peak bearing capacity factors predicted 351 

from the SSFE analyses are similar to those in the centrifuge tests, the LDFE analyses 352 

and the bound solutions. However, the SSFE analyses predict a constant bearing 353 

capacity with increased foundation displacement (either upwards or downwards) and 354 

cannot model the changing bearing capacity with changing foundation embedment as 355 

captured by the LDFE analyses.   356 

Failure Mechanisms 357 

Fig. 5a and b compare soil displacement vectors for foundations with embedment 358 

ratios d/D = 0.1 and 0.5 predicted by the LDFE analyses and observed in the half-359 

model centrifuge tests presented by Mana et al. (2012). In uplift, even for the shallow 360 

embedment ratio of d/D = 0.1, soil around the entire foundation is mobilized rather 361 

than just the soil immediately adjacent to the skirts; indicating a general shear type 362 

reverse end bearing mechanism as opposed to a local pullout failure.  363 

On tracing the vectors, it can be seen that while a similar volume of soil is mobilized 364 

beneath tip level at failure, different mechanisms accompany failure in compression 365 

and uplift. A Prandtl-type mechanism is evident in the displacement vectors shown in 366 

Fig. 5 for the foundations in compression whereas more of a Hill-type mechanism is 367 

evident for the foundations in uplift, particularly at low embedment. A schematic 368 

representation of Prandtl and Hill-type failures is shown in Fig. 6. A detailed 369 

discussion of the failure mechanisms observed through PIV analysis of the centrifuge 370 

tests is presented by Mana et al. (2012). The LDFE analyses capture the differences in 371 

the kinematic mechanisms in uplift and compression in line with the observed 372 

mechanisms.  373 

The failure mechanisms can be scrutinized in more detail when presented as contours 374 

of displacement as shown in Fig. 7. The figure compares displacement contours in 375 
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compression and uplift predicted by the LDFE analyses (right half) and observed from 376 

PIV analysis of the centrifuge tests (left half) for each of the skirt embedment ratios. 377 

Contours are plotted at intervals of 10 % of an incremental foundation displacement 378 

post-peak in uplift and at steady state in compression. For a given embedment ratio 379 

and load path, the contours from the LDFE analyses represent the same total 380 

foundation displacement as the contours from the equivalent PIV analysis of the 381 

centrifuge tests.  382 

The contour plots show that the LDFE analyses predicted failure mechanisms that are 383 

broadly consistent with those observed in the centrifuge tests. An exception is the case 384 

of the deepest embedment ratio, d/D = 0.5 in compression, for which the LDFE 385 

analysis predicted a similar mechanism in compression and uplift and failed to capture 386 

the confined mechanism (i.e. not extending to the soil surface) observed in 387 

compression in the centrifuge tests.  Overall, the LDFE analyses captured the 388 

differences in failure mechanism in uplift and compression for a given foundation 389 

embedment ratio.  390 

Fig. 8 compares displacement contours between SSFE and LDFE analyses for the 391 

foundation with embedment ratio d/D = 0.1. The SSFE analyses were carried out with 392 

equivalent geometry and soil parameters to the LDFE analyses. The SSFE analyses 393 

predict identical mechanisms in compression and uplift. Differences in the response 394 

between uplift and compression cannot be captured by small strain finite element 395 

analysis since the geometry of the mesh is not updated and therefore the response in 396 

(fully bonded) uplift is by definition identical in nature to that in compression. Also, 397 

the Prandtl-type mechanism observed in compression in the centrifuge tests and the 398 

LDFE analysis is not evident in the SSFE result. 399 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 400 

This paper has demonstrated the potential of large deformation finite element (LDFE) 401 

analysis as a tool to predict the bearing response of shallow skirted foundations under 402 

undrained compression and uplift. LDFE analysis was used to back analyze centrifuge 403 

tests on shallow skirted foundations with a range of embedment ratios. The predicted 404 

response showed good agreement in terms of both predicted bearing capacity factor 405 

and failure mechanism.  406 

The LDFE analyses predicted the full load-displacement response, pre- and post-407 

yield. Changes in bearing capacity with foundation displacement were predicted, 408 

resulting from changing embedment ratio and local shear strength. Small strain 409 

analyses cannot capture this phenomenon in a single analysis. The LDFE analyses 410 

under-predicted the rate of change of bearing capacity with foundation displacement 411 

in uplift for low foundation embedment ratios. This is considered to be a result of the 412 

fully bonded skirt-soil interface underestimating the downward movement of the soil 413 

adjacent to the foundation skirt as the foundation displaces upwards. This downward 414 

movement increases the loss of embedment beyond that simply from foundation 415 

displacement, increasing the rate of reduction of bearing capacity with foundation 416 

displacement.   417 

LDFE analyses were able to capture differences in failure mechanisms in undrained 418 

uplift and compression as observed from PIV analysis of centrifuge tests – a feature 419 

that cannot be captured by small strain finite element analyses.  420 

The analyses reported in this paper have shown that LDFE techniques, coupled with 421 

an appropriate soil model, can capture the complete load-displacement behavior and 422 

kinematic failure mechanisms observed during large movements of skirted 423 
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foundations in undrained compression and uplift. The results presented increase 424 

confidence in using LDFE analysis to augment experimental test programmes to 425 

enable load paths or other site specific conditions to be considered that would be 426 

impossible or impractical to model experimentally.  427 
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 537 
Table 1. Parameters used in LDFE analysis 538 

Parameters Values 

Foundation:  
Foundation diameter, D 12 m 

Skirt embedment depths, d 1.2 m, 2.4 m, 3.6 m & 6 m  
(d/D = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 & 0.5) 

Skirt wall thickness, t 0.1 m (t/D = 0.008) 

Skirt-soil interface Fully rough 

Soil:  

Shear strength of soil at mudline, sum 7.0 kPa 

Shear strength gradient, k 1.3 kPa/m 

Submerged unit weight of soil, γ' 7.0 kN/m3 

Stiffness ratio, Eu/su 400 (100 & 1000) 

Poisson’s ratio, νu 0.49 

Strain rate and softening:  

Reference shear strain rate, refγ  3 x 10-6 s-1 

Vertical skirt penetration rate, vf 0.0001 m/s 

Incremental foundation displacement, δ 0.08 % D 

Rate of strength increase per decade, µ 0.1 

Sensitivity of clay, St 2.7 
Accumulated plastic strain at which 95 % 
soil strength reduction occurs by 
remolding, ξ95  

10 

 539 
540 
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 Table 2. Summary of bearing capacity factors from centrifuge tests and LDFE 541 
analysis compared with SSFE analysis and the theoretical solutions given by 542 
Martin (2001) 543 

 544 

d/D 
Bearing capacity factor, Nc0 

Compression* Uplift (w/D) 
SSFE 

Centrifuge LDFE LB UB Centrifuge LDFE 
0.1 9.17 9.24  8.05  9.50  8.00 (0.020)  8.88 (0.024) 8.8 
0.2 10.18  9.63  8.50 10.50  9.30 (0.030)  9.33 (0.034) 9.55 
0.3 10.67  9.92  8.90 11.05  9.80 (0.045)  9.62 (0.040) 10.1 
0.5 11.38  10.18  9.45 12.50 10.85 (0.047) 10.03 (0.048) 10.9 

*Compression capacity taken at a displacement w/D = 0.05 at which point a steady state had been 545 
reached.  546 
 547 

548 
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List of figure captions 549 

 550 

Fig. 1. Finite element mesh used in LDFE analysis 551 

 552 

Fig. 2. Variation of bearing capacity results with variation of (a) stiffness ratio 553 

Eu/su (b) strain rate parameter μ and (c) softening parameter ξ95 (all other 554 

parameters as in Table 1) for d/D = 0.1 555 

 556 

Fig. 3. (a ~ d) Comparison of bearing capacity factors for embedment ratios d/D 557 

= 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 from LDFE and centrifuge tests 558 

 559 

Fig. 4 Comparison of resistances between LDFE and centrifuge tests for d/D = 560 

0.5: (a) Eu/su = 500; (b) ξ95 = 50; (c) µ = 0.2 561 

 562 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the displacement vectors for embedment ratios 0.1 & 0.5 563 

from LDFE and PIV analyses 564 

 565 

Fig. 6 Difference in failure mechanism in compression and uplift 566 

 567 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the normalized displacement contours from PIV and 568 

LDFE analyses 569 

 570 

Fig. 8. Comparison of failure mechanisms predicted by SSFE and LDFE 571 

analyses (d/D = 0.1): (a) Compression; (b) Uplift572 
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 574 
Fig. 1. Finite element mesh used in LDFE analysis 575 
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(c) 587 

 588 
Fig. 2. Variation of bearing capacity results with variation of (a) stiffness ratio 589 

Eu/su (b) strain rate parameter μ and (c) softening parameter ξ95 (all other 590 

parameters as in Table 1) for d/D = 0.1 591 

592 
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  599 

Fig. 3. (a ~ d) Comparison of bearing capacity factors for embedment ratios d/D 600 

= 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 from LDFE and centrifuge tests  601 
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 608 
Fig. 4 Comparison of resistances between LDFE and centrifuge tests for d/D = 609 

0.5: (a) Eu/su = 500; (b) ξ95 = 50; (c) µ = 0.2 610 

611 
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d/D = 0.1: Compressiond/D = 0.1: Compression

 

 

  

(a) LDFE analysis 613 
 614 

 615 
(b) PIV analysis 616 
 617 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the displacement vectors for embedment ratios 0.1 & 0.5 618 

from LDFE and PIV analyses 619 

d/D = 0.1: Upliftd/D = 0.1: Uplift

d/D = 0.5: Upliftd/D = 0.5: Upliftd/D = 0.5: Compressiond/D = 0.5: Compression
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 621 
Fig. 6 Difference in failure mechanism in compression and uplift 622 

623 
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 625 
Fig. 7. Comparison of the normalized displacement contours from PIV and 626 

LDFE analyses 627 

628 
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 632 
Fig. 8. Comparison of failure mechanisms predicted by SSFE and LDFE 633 

analyses (d/D = 0.1): (a) Compression; (b) Uplift 634 
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